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Let w--f(z) be an analytic function in zl 1. It is interesting
to consider the distribution of zero-points of f(z)--a-O. Suppose f(z)
is of bounded type. Let {at} be the set of a-points of f(z). Then
it is well known that .G(z, a) oo, where G(z, a) is the Green’s func-

tion of ]zi 1. In the present paper we consider the distribution of
the set f-l(C(p, Wo)) in z < 1, where C(p, Wo)--Ew: W--Wo <P.

Let R be a Riemann surface with positive boundary and let
R(n--O, 1, 2,...) be its exhaustion with compact relative boundary

R. Let GG’ be domains) in R, where G and G’ may consist of
at most enumerably infinite number of components. Let w(z) be
the least positive superharmonic function in G’ such that w.(z)_>_l
on G(R--R). Put w(BG, z, G’)--lim w(z) and call it) H.M. of

(GB). If there exists a number no such that D(w(z))<M<oo for
n>=no, where wn(z) is a harmonic function in G’ such that wn(z)--I
on GR--R,), --0 on G’ and has M.D.I. (minimal Dirichlet integral),
w(z)-) in mean to w(GB,z,G’) called C.P. of (GB). In case
G’--R, we write w(GB,z) and if G’--R--Ro, we write w(GB,z)
simply. Put S(G, r)--E[zG: zl --r.

Let G be a domain (of one component) in ]z[ 1. If there exists
no bounded harmonic function in G vanishing on G, i.e. w(G B, z, G)
--0, we say that G is almost compact. Let C(p, Wo) be a circle in
the w-plane. Then f-(C(p, Wo)) is composed of at most enumerably
infinite number of components (connected pieces) g, g.,. .. If a domain
G is a subset of {g}, we call G a D.G. (domain generated) of
f-(C(p,Wo)). At first we shall prove by simple method the following

Theorem 1. Let w--f(z) be an analytic function in zll such
that f(z) <=M.

a) Let G be a D.G. of f-(C(p, Wo)) and let G’ be a D.G. of
f-(C(p’Wo)) containing G’p<p’. Then w(GB, z)>O if and only if
there exists at least one component g’ of G’ such that w(GB, z, g’)
0 for any p’p.

1) In the present paper we suppose the relative boundary of a domain consists of
analytic curves clustering nowhere in R.

2) Z. Kuramochi: Potentials on Riemann surfaces: Journ. Sci. Hokkaido Univ.
14 (1962).
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b) Let G be a domain in Iz[<l. If limmes (S(G,r))>O, then

w(G B, z) > O.
c) Let G be a D.G. of f-(C(p, Wo)) such that every component

of G is almost compact. Put G"=G f-(C(p", Wo))" p"( p. Then

lim mes (S(G", r))-O for any p" (p.
Proof. a) Put R-E[z: [z[ 1 and R-E[w: [w[ <M]. Let

c,w(G B, z) be the least positive superharmonic function in R larger
than w(G) B, z) in CG’. Then c,w(G B, z)-co,w(G B, z) in g’ for
any component g’ of G’. Let w(C(p, Wo), w) be H.M. of C(p, Wo) (the
least positive superharmonic function in R, >1 on C(p, Wo)). Then
since R is of positive boundary, w(C(p, Wo), w)l and by the maximum
principle w(C(p, Wo), w)<=NI on 3C(p’, Wo) and __<N in R--C(p’, Wo).
Since w(C(p, Wo), w) can be considered in R, w(G B, z)<= w(C(p, Wo), w)
__<N in R--f-(C(p’,Wo)). It is known that w(GB,z) is the least
positive harmonic function in any domain D among the functions with
the same value as w(GB, z) on 3D such that DG--O. Let g be a
component of G’ and let be a component of f-(C(p’, w))--G’. Then
since O--(G’)(bG) and since w(aB, z)<=w(C(p, Wo), w)<=N on
3f- (C(p’, Wo)), w(G B, z) <=N in . Next sup c,w(G B, z) <= max w(G

zEG

B, z) on 3g_--< max w(C(p, Wo), w) <__ N. Hence ca,w(G 1 B, z) <=w(G
I B, z) <=N in R--G’ and ca,w(G B, z) -<N in G’. Thus c,w(G B, z)
=<N in R. By w(G)B,z)>O we have supw(GB,z)--i3 and
w(G f’l B, z)--c,w(G B, z) > O. Hence there exists at least one point

z0 such that w(G B, Zo)-c,w(G B, Zo) > O. Clearly w(G) B, z)
--c,w(GIB, z) outside of G’. Hence such zoeG’. Let g’ be the com-
ponent of G’ containing z0. Then w(G1 B, z)--cg,w(G B, z) > O. On
the other hand, we have w(GB, z)--ccw(GB, z)=w(GB, z, g’)>O."
Next suppose w(GB, z, g’)>O. Then by g’cR and by the maximum
principle w(G 1 B, z) > O. Thus we have a).

b) Let w(r, z) be the least positive superharmonic function in
R and =>1 in EzeG: ]zl>r. Let w’(r,z) be the least positive
harmonic function in Izlr and __>1 on E[zeG: Izl--r. Then

w(r, z) >=w’(r, z). Now w’(r, z) mes S(G, r) at z-0. Since w(B G, z)
2

lira w(r, z) >= lira w(r, z) 0 at z--0, we have w(G B, z) O.
--*I r--,1

c) Assume there exists a number p">p such that limmes
r-*l

S(G’, )> 0: G" is a D.G. of f-(C(p", Wo)). Then by b) w(G"l B, z)
0. Next by a) there exists at least one component g of G such
that w(G"B, z, g)>O. On the other hand, such g is almost compact

3) See Theorem 2 of 2).
4) See p. 21 of 2).
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and w(GB, z, g) must reduce to zero. This is a contradiction, whence
we have c).

Theorem 2. Let w--f(z) be an analytic function in zll such
that the spherical area of R’Ez’l zll by f(z) is finite. Let G
be a D.G. of f-(C(p, Wo)) and let G’ be a D.G. of f-(C(p’, Wo))"
containing G. Then

a) o(GB,z,R--Ro)O if and only if there exists at least one
component g’ of G’, a D.G.o.f f-(C(p’, Wo)) such that o(G B, z, g’) 0

for any p’p.
b) Let G be a domain in R (not necessarily of one component).

If lira log. Cap S(G, r) logarithmic capacity: O, o(G B, z) O.

c) Let G be a D.G. of f-(C(p, Wo)) such that every component

of G is almost compact. Put G"-G f (C(p", Wo)) p" p. Then
lira log. Cap S(G", r)-O for any p"p.

Let R(n=0, 1,...) be an exhaustion of R with compact relative
boundary 3R such that RRo and dist (3R,Ro)>O. Let w(z) be
a harmonic function in R--((R--R)G)--Ro such that w(z)--I on
(R--R)G,-0 on R0 and has M.D.I. (=<M), because dist (3R,Ro)
>0 for n__>l. Then o(z)--o(GB, z, R--Ro)=o(GB, z) in mean
and also D(o(GfB, z))<=M. Let U(w) be a continuous function in
R--whole w-sphere such that U(w)--1 on C(p, Wo), harmonic in C(p’, Wo)

and-0 in R--C(p’,Wo) Then 3U(w) I<N, I3U(w) I<N: w

=u+iv. Put U(z)=U(f-(w)). Then U(z)=l in G and -0 on G’ and
D(U(z)) <=N area of G’. Put U(z)-min (U(z), o(z)). Then U;(z)
=1 on Gf(R--R)=O on G’+Ro and D(U(z))<=D(w,(z))+D(U(z))
=<K< o for n__>l. On the other hand, by the Dirichlet principle

D(U(z))>=D(o(z)), where w,(z) is a harmonic function in (G’f(R--Ro))
--(Gf(R--R)) such that (z)--I on G[(R--R),--0 on G’q-Ro
and has M.D.I. Also by (G’(R--Ro))C(R--Ro) we have D(o(z))<=
D(o(z)). Hence by D(oo(GB,z))>O and by the fact that w(z)->
(Gf B, z, G’ f (R--R0)) in mean we have D(o(G B, z, G’ (R--R0)))
>0. Next by ((R--Ro)G’)cG’ we have by the maximum* principle)

o(GB, z, G’)>=o(GB, z, G’(R--Ro))>O. Let g(i--1, 2,.-.) be a
component of G’. Then by D(o(GB, z, G’))>O, there exists at least

G

one component g’ of G’ such that D(o(Gf B, z, G’)) O. Clearly in
gr

any component g’ o(GfB, z, G’)o(GfB, z, g’). Hence there exists
a component g’ of G’ such that w(G B, z, g’) > 0. Next suppose w(G
B, z, g’))0. Then as above O(D(o(GB, z,g’))<__D(o(GB, z, g’

gr

(R--Ro))) and by ((R--Ro)fg’)(R--Ro) we have o(GB,z)O.
b) Suppose lira log. Cap (S(G, r)) O. Then there exist a const.

r--l
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a>0 and a sequence r, m,. lira r--I such that log. Cap (S(G, r))>a.
Hence there exists a const. ’ such that D(H(S(G, rn), z)) >= ’ O, where
H(A, z) is a harmonic function in the whole z-plane--D0 such that
H(A, z)--I on A,--0 on D0 and has M.D.I. , where Do is a disc
such that DoRo. Let D be the mirror image of Do with respect

to z --r. Then by the Dirichlet principle D(H(S(G, r,), z)) ’,
where H(A, z) is a harmonic function in the whole z-plane--Do--D

such that H(A,z)--I on E[z:zA, ]z=r,,--0 on 3Do+3D’and has

M.D.I. Cleary H(A,z) is symmetric with respect to z]--r and

H(A, z) has M.D.I. over R,--Do: E[z: ]r. Hence D_o((T

(G, r)))D_,(w(S(G, r), z))D,,_,(H(S(G, r), z), where w(A,z)

is a harmonic function in R--Ro such that w(A,z)--I on A and --0
on 3R and has M.D.I. over R--Ro and T(G, r)--EzG: ]z] r, where
R--E[z: ]z]l. Now w(T(G,r)z)w(GB,z) in mean, as rl.
Hence w(G B, z) > 0.

c) Assume there exists a number p" <p such that lim log. Cap.
rl

S(G", r) O. Then by b) w(G" B, z) 0 and by G"G (by a)), there
exists at least one component g of G such that w(G"B, z, g)>O.
0n the other hand, since g is almost compact, such function must
be zero. Hence we have c) as c) of Theorem 1.

Let f(z) be an analytic function in R=E[z: [z] 1. If f(z)has
angular limits a.e. on F--E[z: ]z--1, we say thatf(z)is of F-type.
Clearly if f(z) is of bounded type, f(z) is of F-type.

Theorem . Let f(z) be of F-type. Let F, be the set on

F--E[z" ]z=l such that f(z) has angular limits in C(p, Wo). Then

F is linearly measurable. Let J(F,, z) be the harmonic measure of
F, in R--E[]zI. Then

a’) J(F,,,, z) gw(G,B, z)J(F,,, z), where a--f-(C(p, Wo)) for
p"pp’.

a) Let G be a D.G. of f-(C(p, Wo)) and let G’ be a D.G. of
f -(C(p’, Wo)) containing G. Then w(G B, z) 0 if and only if there
exists at least one component g’ of G’ such that w(GB,z,g’)O
for any p’p.

b) Let G be a domain in R. If lira rues (S(G, r)) O, w(G B, z) O.

c) Let G be a D.G. of f-(C(p, Wo)) such that every component

of G is almost compact. Put G"-G f-(C(p", Wo))" p" p. Then

lira rues (S(G", r))-O for any p"p.
d) Suppose the spherical image of R:]z 1 is finite. Let G be

a D.G. of f-(C(p, Wo)) and G’ be a D.G. of f-(C(p’,Wo)) such that
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G’G. Then if Jim log. Cap (S(G, r)) > 0, lim mes (S(G’, r)) > 0 for p’> p.
r--,1 r-l

Proof. a’) Let p" < p. Assume mes F,,> 0. Then for any s> 0
there exists a closed set E in F,, such that mes (F,,--E)<e and f(z)
converges uniformly on E. Hence for any p*" p"p*p we can find
a set E’ in E and <1 such that mes(F,,--E’)<2e and f(z) in

C(p*, w) for z in D--Eo,Iz:l>lz >,]arg z--e]e <-1’ i.e. G"oD.
Now D consists of a finite number of simply connected domains .
Suppose rues (3) F) 0. Then w(z) >= U(z), where U(z) is a harmonic
function in such that U(z)--O on 3:--F and --1 on 3F and
w(z) is the least positive superharmonic function in ]zl 1 such that

Wn(Z)__>-- 1 in G, (R--R), whence w(G, B, z) >= U(z). Now 3 is rec-
tifiable. Map onto ]$1 1. Then E’ is mapped onto a set of
positive measure on which U(z)--I almost everywhere. Whence U(z)

1 a.e. on E’ and U(z) <__w(G, B, z). Let ->0. Then w(G, [ B, z)
1, a.e. on F,, and w(G, B, z) >= J(F,,, z) >= J(F,,., z). If rues

clearly w(G,B,z)>=O-J(F,..,z). Next let p’)p and CF,, be the set
on which f(z) has angular limits not contained in C(p*, w0): p(p*(p’.
Then G.,=f-(C(p*, Wo)) does not tend to CF,. and it can be proved

that w(GB,z)--O a.e. on CF,, as above. Hence
B, z) <__ J(F,, z).

a) Suppose w(G B, z) > O. Then by a’) w(G B, z) <= w(Gp B, z)
<=J(Fp., z), where pp*p’. Hence EFp. and mes E0, where E is
the set on F on which w(G B, z) > O. Then we can find a closed

set E’ of positive measure in E and a domain D--E,II
arg ei0.. <- such that f(z) in C(p’, Wo) for zD. Then

does not tend to D, whence (Case 1) any component of D is con-
tained in a component g’ of G’ or (Case 2) is disjoint from any
component g’ of G’. Case 1: Since ca,w(GB, z) is the least positive
superharmonic function in such that c,w(G B, z)-- w(G B, z) on
--F, ca.w(GB,z)--O a.e. on 3F Case 2: O--,w(G["IB, z)
(<= w(G B, z) <__ w(G’ B, z)- 0 a.e. on 31F. Hence c,w(G B, z)
=0 a.e. on 3(’IF and --0 a.e. on 3DF. Hence Ow(GB,z)
--c,w(GB, z). Thus there exists at least one component g’ of
such that w(G B, z, g’) O.

b) and c) can be proved as Theorem 1.

d) Suppose w(G B, z) O. Then by a) w(G B, z) <= J(F,., z):
pp*p’. Hence the set E on F on which w(GB,z)O is contained
in F,, and mesE>0. Hence as b) we can find a set E’ of positive
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measure in E and a domain De,0,=E 1 > z > #, arg--e7-- < -such that f(z)sC(p**,Wo)" p* p** p’ for zeD. Whence any component
) of D is contained in a component g’ of G’ or disjoint from G’.
If G’-O, w(GB, z)<=w(G’B, z)--O a.e. on 3IF. Hence there
exists at least one such that g’ of G’ and mes (3F)>3>0,
whence lim S(g’, r) li__m_m S(G’ r). Next suppose lim log. Cap S(G, r)

r--*l r--l r--,1

>0. Then by Theorem 2 there exists at least one component g’ of

G’ such that 0 <w(Gl B, z, g’) w(G l B, z). Hence we have by lim
r-,1

log. Cap (S(G, r)) > 0 lim S(G’, r)> O.
r--.1


